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Abstract: The article shows the potentiality of precast-monolithic construction of residential and manufacturing
buildings in the state-of-the-art. The main principles of the working hypothesis are proved which provide
uniform strength of a grouted joint and concrete of precast units: the combination of "old" concrete active
surface treatment and joint concreting with heated mix. The article explains the techniques of laboratory
research of "new" and "old" concrete adhesion in precast-monolithic joint specimens. The results of the
shearing testing, tension in bending and compression strength of the specimens are given. The article reveals
the essence of effects and processes in the joint when treatment of old concrete active surface is applied in
combination with joint concreting with heated mix. The method of concrete mix heat and vibration treatment
(CMHVT) as a variant of preliminary electric heating is described along with the operating principle of HVTCM
plant and the obtained result: accelerated concrete strengthening (40-50% in 8 hours, 70-100% in a day); energy-
consumption reduction (up to 50 kW·h/m ); concrete quality improvement. The process flow scheme of joint3

grouting with heated concrete mix is presented which provides speed of construction comparable to precast
construction as well as reliability and durability of precast-monolithic buildings similar to those of monolithic
buildings.
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INTRODUCTION where the precast elements are grouted with preliminary

One of the priorities in solution of the housing Monolithic character of concrete and reinforced
problem in Russia is the  use  of   capabilities   of   large- concrete structures is one of the factors which determine
panel house-building production basis. At the present solidity and durability of both a single structure and the
time there exist favorable prerequisites for large-scale whole building. Joint operation of separate structure
construction of  economy  class  buildings  using components and elements conjugated with each other is
prefabricated units: flexible  technology  of  panels important for  total  solidity  of  a building or a structure
manufacturing enables to avoid uniformity of panel [3-4].
buildings, jointless (or wet) front elevation technology The most significant factor of precast-monolithic
eliminates the problem of junction of outside wall panels. structure durability is absence of cracks between old

Precast construction, esp. that of large number of concrete (i.e. conjugating surface of the precast unit) and
storyes does not solve the reliability problem. In new concrete of the monolithic joint. In case of poor
previously published articles the authors have proved the adhesion between old and new concretes, moisture can
practicability of constructing precast-monolithic buildings permeate through the crack that will lead to corrosion of

heated mixes [1, 2].
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connection bars of conjugating precast elements. Much developed a special technique which excludes torque
attention has been paid to reliability of precast-monolithic strength relative to the plane of contact between new
structure junctions since they were invented. Well-known concrete and old concrete [7-10].
process methods for improvement of old and new
concrete adhesion, such as old concrete active surface The Main Part: The main processing method in the
treatment (the surface which contacts with concrete for developed technology for precast-monolithic building
grouting), are described in the scientific works [5-6]. joint construction is preliminary electric heating of
Using and improving this process method, the authors concrete mix.
proposed to use heated concrete mix for grouting of joints As compared with heating of solidifying concrete, for
between precast elements [7-8]. According  the  classical example, using insulated steel wire, preliminary electric
law of thermodynamics, heat and mass transfer occurs heating of concrete mix allows to accelerate concrete
from a hot object to a cold one. Thus, liquid, including strengthening, improve its quality, reduce energy
gel, which is cement mortar component of heated concrete consumption [12-13]. This is achieved by:
mix, will penetrate in porous surface of colder old
concrete. Moreover, along with adhesion improvement Minimizing of destructive effects in solidifying
between old and new concretes the accompanying concrete, i.e. volume expansion of the concrete mix
processing effect due to heated mix application makes components because of heating occurs before the
itself felt, that is accelerated strengthening of concrete concrete mix placing in formwork (in joint);
used for grouting, improvement of concrete quality in Accelerating of cement hydration reactions at
comparison with old concrete, reduction of energy elevated temperatures (50-70°C);
consumption during curing of concrete used for grouting Efficient using of exothermic heat generation with its
before it gets the required strength [9]. maximum intensity set in 1.5-2.0 hours after concrete

The outlined statements have been proved in mix heating.
laboratory environment (study of precast-monolithic
structure joints) and the study of heated mix concrete Electric heating of new concrete mix was only applied
properties have been conducted in laboratory and during the experimental study of the joints. When the
manufacturing environments [10]. joint grouting technology is used in manufacturing, it is

MATERIALS AND METHODS heating which is called "concrete mix heat and vibration

Experimental research technique of precast- this article [10, 11].
monolithic structure joint quality is given in detail in the In the CMHVT technology, the main processing
study [7, 11]. The basic principles of this technique are method, electric heating of concrete mix, is supported by
the following. Specimens of old and new concretes were vibration, overpressure and vapor effects on the mix. This
manufactured from B25 class production mix with fluidity system of effects on concrete mix carried out in a CMHVT
P4. Flexural tensile strength of concrete joint was plant (Fig. 1), provides accelerated concrete strengthening
measured on a prism with the section of 100×200 mm (40-50% in 8 hours, 70-100% of R28 in 24 hours) (Fig. 2);
(width×height) and the length of 600 mm according to minimal energy consumption (up to 50 kW·h/m );
GOST 10180-90 "Concretes. Methods for strength improvement of concrete physical and mechanical
determination using reference specimens". Half prism properties, including density, strength, adhesion to steel,
length functioned as old concrete molded three days freeze-thaw resistance.
earlier than new concrete. Vertical and inclined chases of With respect to joint grouting technology, the effects
4 mm in width and 6 mm in depth were made on the old of heated mix usage are appeared to be the following:
concrete active surface. Concrete mix of new concrete adhesion between new and old concretes improves due to
immediately before placing was subjected to AC electric diffusion processes of liquid phase of concrete mix
heating at the frequency of 50 Hz up to +50°C and +70°C, solution component (from hot to cold); shrinkage of
after that it was placed in a form and was subject to solidifying concrete, esp. moisture shrinkage, is minimized
vibration on a vibrating table. due to accelerated strengthening of concrete from heated

For uniaxial shear testing of old and new concrete mix that prevents cracks between old and new concretes
specimens, post-graduate student R.R. Mustafin [14-15].

recommended to practice a variant of preliminary electric

treatment" (CMHVT) developed by one of the authors of
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Fig. 1: General view on CMHVT plant according to the TGK-01 project:
1 - feed hopper;   2 - upright   heating  tube;  3 - inclined  heating  tube;  4 - funnel  with  adapter;  5 - shutter;
6 - elevator; 7 - vibrator; 8 - pumping plant; 9 - hydraulic cylinder; 10 - synchronizing mechanism

Experimental  research  on  new and old concrete concrete mix treatment in a CMHVT plant activates the mix
joints made with the use of heated mixes proved that, at to a greater degree. When joints are grouted in winter,
behavior in tension the joint at the age of 7 days is their framework should be thermosetting. This is
stronger by 37% and at the age of 28 days - by 26% as necessary for the joint warming up to 10-15°C before the
compared with the known technology. This equals to 80% mix will be placed and compensating heat losses into the
of monolith strength and 89% monolith strength at the surrounding environment due to thinness of precast-
age of 3 months. In case of shear behavior, the strength monolithic structure walls (high surface modulus).
of the joint at the age of 28 days increases by 19% and Preliminary calculations show that thermosetting
equals 97% of monolithic specimen strength at the same framework should provide electric power supply
age. approximately 200 W/m  in order to ensure concrete

The parameters of the developed technology and cooling in the joint at the rate of 1.5-2°C.
quality of the obtained adhesion between new and old Precast-monolithic building joint grouting
concretes can also be applied to construction in retained technology involves the following process scheme.
framework. Thermosetting  form  panels  are  installed  within  the

It should be noted that the given values will get limits   of   the   pour   on   joints   between   wall  panels
better in case of using heat and vibration treatment of with connection  bars,  or  on  floor  slab  panels  (also
concrete mix placed in the joint in a manufacturing with connection bars). The joint is heated up to 10-15°C
environment, because, in contrast to electric heating, [9].
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Fig. 2: Kinetics of strength developing at early stages

CMHVT plant operating in the continuous mode is and A.L. Kol edancev, 2011. Structural-technological
positioned on a special platform in the operating zone of conceptions of a precast-monolithic building of
assembly crane. The mix is fed to the plant feed hopper economy class. Construction Materials, 3: 37-39.
from a mixer truck. When one of the three hoppers is filled 2. Kol edancev, L.M. and N.P. Roš upkin, 2011.
with mix treated in the CMHVT plant, the crane delivers Economy class housing: precast, monolithic, or
the hopper with activated mix in it on the working level; precast-monolithic? Housing Construction, 6: 24-25.
the mix is placed in the joint and subjected to vibration, 3. Guide to SNiP 2.03.01-84. Designing of Reinforced
after that free surfaces of the joint are covered. The Concrete Precast-Monolithic Structures. 1986.
CMHVT plant capacity is up to 3 m /h. The required Moscow, RU: Research, design and concrete and3

electric power is up to 200kW. reinforced concrete institute of technology. Date
The optimal parameters of precast-monolithic Views 25.05.2013 http://snipov.net/download/

building joint concreting are the following: temperature c_4646_snip_100476.html/.
difference between old concrete in the joint and heated 4. Gvozdev, A.A., 1996. Study of adhesion between
mix is not less than 30°C at the mix temperature 50±5°C; new and old concretes in precast reinforced concrete
mix fluidity is P4 at the minimum water-to-cement ratio; structure joints and construction joints. Moscow,
new concrete cooling rate is 2°C per hour. RU: Poligrafkniga, pp: 59.

At shearing behavior, the concreting joints are equal 5. Dewar, J., 2003. Concrete mix design. Advanced
in strength with grouting concrete in case that cement Concrete Technology Set, 4: 3-40.
skin is removed from the active surface and vertical and 6. Domone, P.L., 2003. 1 - Fresh concrete. Advanced
45° inclined chases of 4 mm in width and 6 mm in depth in Concrete Technology Set, 1: 3-29.
increments of 15-25 mm are made. At behavior in tension 7. Kol edancev, L.M.,       O.G.      Stupakova    and
of new and old concretes, the joint strength is minimum R.R.  Mustafin,  2012.  Usage  of  heated  concrete
90% of monolith strength in case of the same active mixes in order to improve the strength of precast-
surface treatment and using of heated mixes with the same monolithic  building  joints.  Construction Materials,
parameters. 4: 17-19.

The proposed technology is innovative and
protected by the patent for invention No. 2468158 [10].

CONCLUSIONS

Precast-monolithic construction is an upcoming trend
to solve the housing problem with due consideration of
natural and climatic as well as socio-economic conditions
in Russia. The use of technology of joint grouting with
heated concrete mixes in combination with treatment of
conjugated precast element active surfaces allows to
achieve the speed of precast-monolithic building
construction which is comparable to precast construction
and make reliability and durability of precat-monolithic
buildings equal to those of monolithic buildings.
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